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he ll break every rule to claim his cinderella and his
surprise heir a new first person billionaire romance by usa
today bestselling author natalie anderson she s had my son
and this is the first i ve heard about it too busy serving the
rich and famous to even think about romance waitress talia
parrish has never so much as kissed a man until she meets
obscenely gorgeous dain anzelotti their oh so brief
encounter leaves her with delicious memories and a baby
boy dain runs his multibillion dollar empire from brisbane
sticking to an ironclad coparenting contract with talia
should be easy especially as connecting with his son feels
so natural but when their scorching chemistry refuses to
burn out dain s hunger for talia risks turning into
something far more complicated from harlequin presents
escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds
usa today bestselling author natalie anderson treats us to
seven scandalous nights of seduction in this tale of
innocence and daring desire the innocent the playboy and
their seven night passion archivist merle s dream job in an
abandoned mansion on new zealand s waiheke island gives
her the isolation she craves and the freedom to delight in
its extravagance then infamous owner ash arrives without
warning used to women falling at his feet ash is ever so
intrigued when he interrupts virginal siren merle in his
bath and she tries to conceal her shock then her red hot
reaction he s back for one week only to lay his tarnished
past to rest might he find solace in the intriguing merle
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instead from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no bounds read all the rebels
brothers billionaires books book 1 stranded for one
scandalous week book 2 nine months to claim her from
passion to pregnancy in just one night but claiming his
unexpected twins will take this billionaire much longer in
usa today bestselling author natalie anderson s sizzling
secret baby romance claiming his one night heirs will take
a nine month negotiation mistaken for a security guard by
an alluring waitress ceo leo castle revels in their stolen
moments together when they re alone he s responsible for
just one thing her unadulterated pleasure only later when
their paths collide in the boardroom does leo discover she s
reluctant socialite rosanna gold and carrying his twins
sheltered rosanna refuses leo s demand that they marry
she won t wed a man who sees her as an obligation but his
strategy to prove otherwise is one of seduction and
rosanna knows intimately how powerful that can be from
harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds read all the rebels brothers
billionaires books book 1 stranded for one scandalous week
book 2 nine months to claim her she needed sexperience
forced to grow up too quickly roxie skipped too many all
important t accept walking away from their insane
chemistry you re wearing my t shirt their night was
explosive their reunion couldn t be more shocking usa
today bestselling author natalie anderson thrills with this
secret baby romance claiming their shock baby in fiji after
their one magical evening ended in disaster carrie barrett
assumed she d never see superrich massimo donati wells
again so a glimpse of him nine months later sends her into
labor with the secret she didn t even know she was
carrying massimo will be there for his child unlike his own
father on his private fijian island he ll offer carrie an
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arrangement that s convenient for them both only she s
had enough of being everyone s second choice can
massimo allow carrie to break through his walls for a
chance at something truly real from harlequin presents
escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds
read all the jet set billionaires books book 1 penniless and
pregnant in paradise by sharon kendrick book 2 the royal
baby he must claim by jadesola james book 3 innocent in
the sicilian s palazzo by kim lawrence book 4 revealing her
nine month secret by natalie anderson book 5 cinderella
for the miami playboy by dani collins book 6 their one night
rio reunion by abby green book 7 snowbound with his
forbidden princess by pippa roscoe book 8 return of the
outback billionaire by kelly hunter bought one night one
marriage natalie anderson when cally wins the services of
sexy tycoon blake mckay she s mortified aware of her non
model looks she steers clear of good looking men and this
guy is way off the handsome scale blake can see there s a
fiery passionate woman beneath cally s perfectly poised
exterior so he buys another date with her this time though
he s going to be calling the shots and he will give her a
night she ll never forget but neither of them has bargained
on what might happen next can opposites attract rugged
tycoon lorenzo hall comes from the wrong side of the
tracks and this wild rebel has a new cause he s aching to
discover if his new assistant sophy braithwaite is as prim
and proper as she looks of course for sophy her
smouldering boss should be off limits but it s easy to see
how lorenzo s criminally hot body and the dangerous
twinkle in his eyes could tempt her to break all the rules
this royal pregnancy romance by usa today bestselling
author natalie anderson is perfect for fans of jane the
virgin a royal blunder with a nine month consequence
unwilling to inflict the crown on anyone else king niko didn
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t want a wife but then he learns of a medical mix up a
woman he s never met is carrying his child and there s only
one way to legitimize his heir sheltered maia is stunned by
the king s impossible revelation she s a pregnant virgin
with no wish to swap her familial cage for a gilded one
maia refuses his convenient proposal but when they re
alone together in paradise niko s electrifying touch
awakens new desires perhaps true freedom lies in
becoming his queen from harlequin presents escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds read all
the innocent royal runaways books book 1 impossible heir
for the king book 2 back to claim his crown she s broken all
his rules with this ring i thee bed ana couldn t believe her
luck when irresistibly sexy sebastian rentoul proposed seb
made ana feel less like a gangly awkward beanpole and
more like a stunning desirable supermodel until she
realised that being mrs rentoul didn t mean she had her
husband s love now ana s issued divorce papers and is
getting on with her life but seb fascinated more than ever
by his reluctant bride decides to make sure she fully
understands how much pleasure she ll be missing out on a
king his cinderella and the night they gave in to their
passion usa today bestselling author natalie anderson
captivates with this royal romance the king s forbidden
innocent for just twenty four hours when elsie wynter is
stranded in silvabon she dreads seeing arrogant king felipe
he knows far too much about the scandalous secrets in her
past yet her attraction to him returns with a dangerous
intensity felipe has vowed to be the last to wear his
kingdom s heavy crown he ll take no queen and sire no
heirs but with tantalizing elsie back in the palace for one
night only he can think of nothing but finally claiming her
what will felipe do when their unique fire demands more
from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
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passion knows no bounds a teenage romance turned
nightmare has taught penny fairburn that faking it is the
only way to go it s not until she s asked to assist gorgeous
carter dodds in her office that she discovers how wrong
she s been carter can have any woman on a plate and likes
the smorgasbord approach but after some scorching nights
with penny no strings carter has changed his tune penny s
not faking anything in his bed but getting her to admit her
true feelings for him out in the real world is a whole new
challenge you re wearing my t shirt returning home after a
daring rescue mission all james wolfe can think of is sleep
so he s furious to find a beautiful stranger curled up in his
king size bed normally no woman ever gets between his
sheets without prior invitation who does she think she is
disgraced celebrity caitlin moore has been offered a place
to stay and she won t give it up not with the paparazzi
outside baying for her blood reluctantly she agrees to
share the apartment with james but with enough electricity
to short circuit the whole of manhattan keeping to their
own sides of the bed might prove impossible his majesty
has returned and he ll take more than his throne in this
royal romance by natalie anderson he ll claim his kingdom
and anyone that stands in his way after ten years in hiding
crown prince lucian returns from the dead to reclaim his
throne his first task stopping his usurper s wedding as a
media frenzy ensues lucian feels honor bound to provide
jilted princess zara with shelter in his palace abandoned in
disgrace by her controlling family zara has no option but to
trust the new king she knows restoring his rule is lucian s
sole priority but behind his lavish castle walls the
chemistry between the ruthless royal and the virgin
princess sparks an urgent irresistible desire from harlequin
presents escape to exotic locations where passion knows
no bounds read all the innocent royal runaways books book
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1 impossible heir for the king book 2 back to claim his
crown how is she going to tell him army lieutenant stella
zambrano had the surprise of her life when a routine
medical check revealed she was pregnant tapping into
survival mode the headstrong beauty only has two thoughts
on her mind 1 knowing she must conceal the father s
identity 2 and wondering what it means for the career she
worked so hard for because stella s baby bombshell is the
result of one shockingly sensual afternoon on a deserted
beach with prince eduardo de santis and with an out of
wedlock heir on the cards stella knows the playboy prince
will demand marriage a fling with hot olympic
snowboarder jack greene isn t kelsi reid s normal
behaviour but one glimpse of his wicked eyes has kelsi
throwing caution and her clothes to the wind then kelsi
crashes down to reality with a bump of the baby kind they
couldn t be worse matched jack is mr right now while kelsi
craves stability but it s hard to keep your feet on the
ground once you ve met the man who turns your world
upside down she needs a groom now and there s only one
choice her boss step into the drama of this marriage of
convenience romance by usa today bestselling author
natalie anderson you need to get married today then you
can marry me today is not only darcie milne s last day
working for her insufferable yet infuriatingly handsome
boss billionaire elias greyson it s also her wedding day she
must marry to take custody of her orphaned goddaughter
but after arriving at the registry office darcie finds herself
without her convenient groom renowned businessman elias
s solution he ll wed his irreplaceable assistant immediately
after all taking a bride will help him secure an important
contract but then their first eye opening kiss as man and
wife suggests this marriage arrangement may not stay
strictly professional from harlequin presents escape to
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exotic locations where passion knows no bounds do i know
you zara falconer s convenient wedding to tycoon tomas
gallo freed her from her mercenary uncle she believes their
vows were swiftly annulled but unbeknownst to zara a car
crash wiped tomas s memory before he could release her
from their agreement grateful to her rescuer zara agrees
to be housekeeper at tomas s english mansion while he
recovers prowling the corridors is the tortured shadow of a
commanding man who she s shocked to discover is still her
husband being in close proximity to tomas again awakens a
powerful longing between them will this intense hunger
remind him of the ties that bind them jake rendel is a
successful millionaire who works and plays hard unlike
emma delaney who s stifled by her uninspiring job so jake
makes emma a proposition to shake off her prim and
proper image for a month they ll pretend to have a steamy
affair emma s out of her depth and things quickly get
passionate in private as well as in public soon the girl next
door is wishing the month of mistress make believe will
never end from by a usa today bestseller a billionaire
playboy marries a shy woman to save her from an awful
fate but his desire may be her undoing katie collins can t
believe she s standing in front of notorious playboy
alessandro zetticci asking him to marry her immediately
she s frantic to escape the unwanted wedding her ruthless
foster father is planning for her her solution finding her
own husband alessandro can t ignore katie s desperation
he ll agree to marry her if it s strictly temporary yet when
their self imposed boundaries are tested one delicious
caress at a time alessandro must ask himself will walking
away from his virgin bride really be possible pampered
princess amanda winchester is like an itch that jared james
can t scratch but the tables have now turned jared is
successful amanda has nothing and he is her new boss it s
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payback time and bedding the delectable amanda will be
his reward amanda hates the fact that bad boy jared has
the upper hand even if succumbing to his sensual demands
will be sweet torture but when jared realizes he s taken her
virginity everything changes not content with one night
jared is determined to have amanda again and again a
woman untouched awakened by her king kassie s
scandalous family has left her craving a life in the shadows
not the spotlight then king giorgos nicolaides kidnaps her
demanding information about his missing sister she knows
nothing but their potent attraction unlocks a desire kassie
never thought possible a deal is struck she will help protect
his sister s reputation and giorgos will introduce kassie to
the decadent pleasure only he can arouse in her a sensual
romance of innocence awakened the millionaire s
temporary engagement impulsive catriona parkes wilson
must retrieve a forgotten family heirloom and if that means
breaking into the mansion she grew up in so be it but she
never expected to get caught by the house s hot tempered
new owner alejandro martinez nor be forced into posing as
his date for one night desire rips through alejandro the
minute he sees kitty her reckless abandon igniting an
animal urge to take her as his own so when kitty is
mistaken as his fiancée alejandro is determined to take full
advantage and unleash the powerful hunger that rages
between them a secret night of bliss a scandalous nine
month consequence while attending a royal masquerade
billionaire damon can t resist seducing a captivating guest
it s the most shamelessly sensual encounter he s ever had
then damon discovers that his masked beauty was actually
princess eleni and now she s carrying his child to protect
eleni from scandal damon must do the unthinkable yet
outrageously desirable marry his pregnant princess ana
wants a divorce but her husband is determined to change
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her mind pleasured in the playboy s penthouse natalie
anderson bella has always felt like the ugly duckling in her
family but after one night with super sexy owen hughes she
feels like a beautiful swan until she realises owen isn t the
ordinary guy she thought but owen won t let bella shrink
back into her shell two weeks of pleasure in his penthouse
and he ll have her begging for more there can only be one
winner in their dating game will it be business or passion
find out in this steamy fake relationship romance from usa
today bestselling author natalie anderson it s just business
the pleasure s a bonus if self made billionaire zane
demarco can go from one date wonder to one woman man
this summer he ll acquire and dissolve the company that
destroyed his childhood employee skylar bennet could be
his final chess piece innocent skylar will help zane win his
wager by faking a romance for the cameras if he ll spare
the company that saved her from destitution then a
moment of uncontrolled passion takes them from
boardroom to bedroom and skylar can t resist indulging yet
when it uncovers an inescapable connection surrendering
again feels like the most dangerous game of all from
harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds read all the billion dollar bet
books book 1 billion dollar dating game by natalie
anderson book 2 boss with benefits by lucy king book 3
after party consequences by heidi rice harlequin presents
december 2022 box set 1 of 2 by natalie anderson jackie
ashenden dani collins abby green released on nov 29 2022
is available now for purchase things are heating up with
mills boon to victoria rutherford oliver seemed perfect
husband material that was until she met liam his rebellious
and scorching hot best friend suddenly victoria s feeling
things crazy lust fuelled things she s never felt before but
when oliver goes down on one knee it s decision time head
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or hormones whether she says yes or no victoria s about to
discover the truth about guys like liam once you go bad you
never go back their blissful encounter was a secret until
her pregnancy shock powerful greek leon kariakis is not
accustomed to being challenged least of all by an impulsive
woman who s mistaken his identity yet warm hearted ettie
roberts is a breath of fresh air and leon can t resist
indulging in a night of tantalising pleasure but ettie s
pregnancy bombshell demands action leon won t allow his
heir to be born out of wedlock so ettie must say i do
harlequin presents brings you four full length stories in one
collection experience the glamorous lives of royals and
billionaires where passion knows no bounds be swept into
a world of luxury wealth and exotic locations this box set
includes cinderella s christmas secret by usa today
bestselling author sharon kendrick lone wolf maximo knew
his encounter with hollie would be unforgettable if
unrepeatable yet now she s at his castle pregnant and a
snowbound christmas will remind maximo there s no
escaping the passion that got them here to begin with the
innocent behind the scandal a marchetti dynasty novel by
usa today bestselling author abby green orphaned and
innocent yet zoe collins is as cynical about love as tycoon
maks marchetti it makes their nights together dangerously
addictive but can a bond forged in the bedroom withstand
an exposé in the headlines the queen s impossible boss a
christmas princess swap novel by usa today bestselling
author natalie anderson switching places with her twin was
supposed to give queen jade two weeks free from duty not
ignite an instant desire for her sister s billionaire boss yet
perhaps jade and alvaro byrne can explore their unrivalled
connection just for christmas the italian s final redemption
by jackie ashenden vincenzo de santi has dedicated his life
to redeeming his family s crimes so when lucy armstrong
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offers evidence about her nefarious father in exchange for
her freedom he ll show no mercy no matter how innocent
or tempting she seems for more stories filled with passion
and drama look for harlequin presents december 2020 box
set 2 of 2 jake rendel is a successful millionaire who works
and plays hard unlike emma delaney who s stifled by her
uninspiring job so jake makes emma a proposition to shake
off her prim and proper image for a month they ll pretend
to have a steamy affair emma s out of her depth and things
quickly get passionate in private as well as in public soon
the girl next door is wishing the month of mistress make
believe will never end once she was bad but he s tempting
her to be wicked after one wild and heartbreaking affair in
her past lena is now very very good she prides herself on
her iron self control working for the hottest sports team in
new zealand it s all testosterone but no touching spending
day in day out in the boys locker rooms lena thinks she s
immune to even the most honed set of abs then seth
saunters into her life and suddenly her inner bad girl is
back in the game claiming his hidden heir by carol
marinelli the winner takes all for notorious tycoon jack
wolfe billion dollar deals are his lifeblood so no one is more
surprised than him when his meeting with australia s most
stylish blogger stephanie johnson gets completely out of
hand he wants to buy her blog but fascinated by her latent
sensuality and too smart mouth he can t resist making an
entirely different offer steffi s torn she can t afford to
jeopardise the business deal but jack s touch ignites a
desire that is as addictive as it s overwhelming she
recognises the demons driving him it takes one to know
one but can she make this deal with the devil and walk
away unscathed reunited by business seduced for pleasure
emerald jones is exactly as javier torres remembers from
their passion fueled night but the ruthless spaniard has no
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time to play nice if returning to the galapagos islands for
business and discovering emmy never left wasn t shocking
enough her secret is all emmy wants is javier s promise he
won t disappear from their son s life the way he did hers
his insistence they stay aboard his luxury yacht is far too
intimate because revisiting their electrifying attraction is
something emmy won t be able to avoid or resist mills boon
modern escape to exotic locations where passion knows no
bounds all night with the boss natalie anderson lissa
coleman doesn t do office affairs hurt in the past she keeps
her guard up by being witty and sarcastic but one look at
rory baxter her tall dark and incredibly sexy new boss tests
her powers of resistance to the limit working closely
together doesn t help lissa s body responds to rory s every
move and goes into hyper overdrive when he says he wants
her but once she s discovered he s as hot in the bedroom
as he is in the boardroom the biggest problem is that one
night will never be enough
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My One-Night Heir 2024-06-25
he ll break every rule to claim his cinderella and his
surprise heir a new first person billionaire romance by usa
today bestselling author natalie anderson she s had my son
and this is the first i ve heard about it too busy serving the
rich and famous to even think about romance waitress talia
parrish has never so much as kissed a man until she meets
obscenely gorgeous dain anzelotti their oh so brief
encounter leaves her with delicious memories and a baby
boy dain runs his multibillion dollar empire from brisbane
sticking to an ironclad coparenting contract with talia
should be easy especially as connecting with his son feels
so natural but when their scorching chemistry refuses to
burn out dain s hunger for talia risks turning into
something far more complicated from harlequin presents
escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds

Stranded for One Scandalous Week
2021-04-27
usa today bestselling author natalie anderson treats us to
seven scandalous nights of seduction in this tale of
innocence and daring desire the innocent the playboy and
their seven night passion archivist merle s dream job in an
abandoned mansion on new zealand s waiheke island gives
her the isolation she craves and the freedom to delight in
its extravagance then infamous owner ash arrives without
warning used to women falling at his feet ash is ever so
intrigued when he interrupts virginal siren merle in his
bath and she tries to conceal her shock then her red hot
reaction he s back for one week only to lay his tarnished
past to rest might he find solace in the intriguing merle
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instead from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no bounds read all the rebels
brothers billionaires books book 1 stranded for one
scandalous week book 2 nine months to claim her

Nine Months to Claim Her
2021-06-29
from passion to pregnancy in just one night but claiming
his unexpected twins will take this billionaire much longer
in usa today bestselling author natalie anderson s sizzling
secret baby romance claiming his one night heirs will take
a nine month negotiation mistaken for a security guard by
an alluring waitress ceo leo castle revels in their stolen
moments together when they re alone he s responsible for
just one thing her unadulterated pleasure only later when
their paths collide in the boardroom does leo discover she s
reluctant socialite rosanna gold and carrying his twins
sheltered rosanna refuses leo s demand that they marry
she won t wed a man who sees her as an obligation but his
strategy to prove otherwise is one of seduction and
rosanna knows intimately how powerful that can be from
harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds read all the rebels brothers
billionaires books book 1 stranded for one scandalous week
book 2 nine months to claim her

First Time Lucky? 2012-07-01
she needed sexperience forced to grow up too quickly roxie
skipped too many all important t accept walking away from
their insane chemistry
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Whose Bed Is It Anyway? (Mills &
Boon Modern Tempted) (The Men
of Manhattan, Book 1) 2013-10-01
you re wearing my t shirt

Revealing Her Nine-Month Secret
2022-03-29
their night was explosive their reunion couldn t be more
shocking usa today bestselling author natalie anderson
thrills with this secret baby romance claiming their shock
baby in fiji after their one magical evening ended in
disaster carrie barrett assumed she d never see superrich
massimo donati wells again so a glimpse of him nine
months later sends her into labor with the secret she didn t
even know she was carrying massimo will be there for his
child unlike his own father on his private fijian island he ll
offer carrie an arrangement that s convenient for them
both only she s had enough of being everyone s second
choice can massimo allow carrie to break through his walls
for a chance at something truly real from harlequin
presents escape to exotic locations where passion knows
no bounds read all the jet set billionaires books book 1
penniless and pregnant in paradise by sharon kendrick
book 2 the royal baby he must claim by jadesola james
book 3 innocent in the sicilian s palazzo by kim lawrence
book 4 revealing her nine month secret by natalie anderson
book 5 cinderella for the miami playboy by dani collins
book 6 their one night rio reunion by abby green book 7
snowbound with his forbidden princess by pippa roscoe
book 8 return of the outback billionaire by kelly hunter
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Bought One Night, One Marriage
2011-09-01
bought one night one marriage natalie anderson when cally
wins the services of sexy tycoon blake mckay she s
mortified aware of her non model looks she steers clear of
good looking men and this guy is way off the handsome
scale blake can see there s a fiery passionate woman
beneath cally s perfectly poised exterior so he buys another
date with her this time though he s going to be calling the
shots and he will give her a night she ll never forget but
neither of them has bargained on what might happen next

Rebel With A Cause 2012-07-01
can opposites attract rugged tycoon lorenzo hall comes
from the wrong side of the tracks and this wild rebel has a
new cause he s aching to discover if his new assistant
sophy braithwaite is as prim and proper as she looks of
course for sophy her smouldering boss should be off limits
but it s easy to see how lorenzo s criminally hot body and
the dangerous twinkle in his eyes could tempt her to break
all the rules

Impossible Heir for the King
2023-07-25
this royal pregnancy romance by usa today bestselling
author natalie anderson is perfect for fans of jane the
virgin a royal blunder with a nine month consequence
unwilling to inflict the crown on anyone else king niko didn
t want a wife but then he learns of a medical mix up a
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woman he s never met is carrying his child and there s only
one way to legitimize his heir sheltered maia is stunned by
the king s impossible revelation she s a pregnant virgin
with no wish to swap her familial cage for a gilded one
maia refuses his convenient proposal but when they re
alone together in paradise niko s electrifying touch
awakens new desires perhaps true freedom lies in
becoming his queen from harlequin presents escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds read all
the innocent royal runaways books book 1 impossible heir
for the king book 2 back to claim his crown

The Greek's One-Night Heir (Mills
& Boon Modern) 2020-01-23
she s broken all his rules

To Love, Honour And Disobey
2010-04-01
with this ring i thee bed ana couldn t believe her luck when
irresistibly sexy sebastian rentoul proposed seb made ana
feel less like a gangly awkward beanpole and more like a
stunning desirable supermodel until she realised that being
mrs rentoul didn t mean she had her husband s love now
ana s issued divorce papers and is getting on with her life
but seb fascinated more than ever by his reluctant bride
decides to make sure she fully understands how much
pleasure she ll be missing out on
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The Night the King Claimed Her
2022-07-26
a king his cinderella and the night they gave in to their
passion usa today bestselling author natalie anderson
captivates with this royal romance the king s forbidden
innocent for just twenty four hours when elsie wynter is
stranded in silvabon she dreads seeing arrogant king felipe
he knows far too much about the scandalous secrets in her
past yet her attraction to him returns with a dangerous
intensity felipe has vowed to be the last to wear his
kingdom s heavy crown he ll take no queen and sire no
heirs but with tantalizing elsie back in the palace for one
night only he can think of nothing but finally claiming her
what will felipe do when their unique fire demands more
from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds

The End of Faking It 2011-07-01
a teenage romance turned nightmare has taught penny
fairburn that faking it is the only way to go it s not until she
s asked to assist gorgeous carter dodds in her office that
she discovers how wrong she s been carter can have any
woman on a plate and likes the smorgasbord approach but
after some scorching nights with penny no strings carter
has changed his tune penny s not faking anything in his
bed but getting her to admit her true feelings for him out
in the real world is a whole new challenge
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Whose Bed Is It Anyway?
2014-08-01
you re wearing my t shirt returning home after a daring
rescue mission all james wolfe can think of is sleep so he s
furious to find a beautiful stranger curled up in his king
size bed normally no woman ever gets between his sheets
without prior invitation who does she think she is
disgraced celebrity caitlin moore has been offered a place
to stay and she won t give it up not with the paparazzi
outside baying for her blood reluctantly she agrees to
share the apartment with james but with enough electricity
to short circuit the whole of manhattan keeping to their
own sides of the bed might prove impossible

Back to Claim His Crown
2023-08-22
his majesty has returned and he ll take more than his
throne in this royal romance by natalie anderson he ll claim
his kingdom and anyone that stands in his way after ten
years in hiding crown prince lucian returns from the dead
to reclaim his throne his first task stopping his usurper s
wedding as a media frenzy ensues lucian feels honor bound
to provide jilted princess zara with shelter in his palace
abandoned in disgrace by her controlling family zara has
no option but to trust the new king she knows restoring his
rule is lucian s sole priority but behind his lavish castle
walls the chemistry between the ruthless royal and the
virgin princess sparks an urgent irresistible desire from
harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds read all the innocent royal
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runaways books book 1 impossible heir for the king book 2
back to claim his crown

The Secret That Shocked de Santis
2016-02-23
how is she going to tell him army lieutenant stella
zambrano had the surprise of her life when a routine
medical check revealed she was pregnant tapping into
survival mode the headstrong beauty only has two thoughts
on her mind 1 knowing she must conceal the father s
identity 2 and wondering what it means for the career she
worked so hard for because stella s baby bombshell is the
result of one shockingly sensual afternoon on a deserted
beach with prince eduardo de santis and with an out of
wedlock heir on the cards stella knows the playboy prince
will demand marriage

Walk On The Wild Side 2011-03-01
a fling with hot olympic snowboarder jack greene isn t kelsi
reid s normal behaviour but one glimpse of his wicked eyes
has kelsi throwing caution and her clothes to the wind then
kelsi crashes down to reality with a bump of the baby kind
they couldn t be worse matched jack is mr right now while
kelsi craves stability but it s hard to keep your feet on the
ground once you ve met the man who turns your world
upside down

The Boss's Stolen Bride 2023-02-21
she needs a groom now and there s only one choice her
boss step into the drama of this marriage of convenience
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romance by usa today bestselling author natalie anderson
you need to get married today then you can marry me
today is not only darcie milne s last day working for her
insufferable yet infuriatingly handsome boss billionaire
elias greyson it s also her wedding day she must marry to
take custody of her orphaned goddaughter but after
arriving at the registry office darcie finds herself without
her convenient groom renowned businessman elias s
solution he ll wed his irreplaceable assistant immediately
after all taking a bride will help him secure an important
contract but then their first eye opening kiss as man and
wife suggests this marriage arrangement may not stay
strictly professional from harlequin presents escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds

The Forgotten Gallo Bride
2017-03-01
do i know you zara falconer s convenient wedding to
tycoon tomas gallo freed her from her mercenary uncle she
believes their vows were swiftly annulled but unbeknownst
to zara a car crash wiped tomas s memory before he could
release her from their agreement grateful to her rescuer
zara agrees to be housekeeper at tomas s english mansion
while he recovers prowling the corridors is the tortured
shadow of a commanding man who she s shocked to
discover is still her husband being in close proximity to
tomas again awakens a powerful longing between them
will this intense hunger remind him of the ties that bind
them
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His Mistress by Arrangement
2008-06-01
jake rendel is a successful millionaire who works and plays
hard unlike emma delaney who s stifled by her uninspiring
job so jake makes emma a proposition to shake off her prim
and proper image for a month they ll pretend to have a
steamy affair emma s out of her depth and things quickly
get passionate in private as well as in public soon the girl
next door is wishing the month of mistress make believe
will never end

The Innocent's Emergency Wedding
2019-10-01
from by a usa today bestseller a billionaire playboy marries
a shy woman to save her from an awful fate but his desire
may be her undoing katie collins can t believe she s
standing in front of notorious playboy alessandro zetticci
asking him to marry her immediately she s frantic to
escape the unwanted wedding her ruthless foster father is
planning for her her solution finding her own husband
alessandro can t ignore katie s desperation he ll agree to
marry her if it s strictly temporary yet when their self
imposed boundaries are tested one delicious caress at a
time alessandro must ask himself will walking away from
his virgin bride really be possible

Hot Boss, Boardroom Mistress
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2010-05-01
pampered princess amanda winchester is like an itch that
jared james can t scratch but the tables have now turned
jared is successful amanda has nothing and he is her new
boss it s payback time and bedding the delectable amanda
will be his reward amanda hates the fact that bad boy jared
has the upper hand even if succumbing to his sensual
demands will be sweet torture but when jared realizes he s
taken her virginity everything changes not content with
one night jared is determined to have amanda again and
again

The King's Captive Virgin
2018-09-01
a woman untouched awakened by her king kassie s
scandalous family has left her craving a life in the shadows
not the spotlight then king giorgos nicolaides kidnaps her
demanding information about his missing sister she knows
nothing but their potent attraction unlocks a desire kassie
never thought possible a deal is struck she will help protect
his sister s reputation and giorgos will introduce kassie to
the decadent pleasure only he can arouse in her a sensual
romance of innocence awakened

Claiming His Convenient Fiancée
2017-06-20
the millionaire s temporary engagement impulsive catriona
parkes wilson must retrieve a forgotten family heirloom
and if that means breaking into the mansion she grew up in
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so be it but she never expected to get caught by the house
s hot tempered new owner alejandro martinez nor be
forced into posing as his date for one night desire rips
through alejandro the minute he sees kitty her reckless
abandon igniting an animal urge to take her as his own so
when kitty is mistaken as his fiancée alejandro is
determined to take full advantage and unleash the
powerful hunger that rages between them

Revealing Her Nine-Month Secret
2022-07
a secret night of bliss a scandalous nine month
consequence while attending a royal masquerade
billionaire damon can t resist seducing a captivating guest
it s the most shamelessly sensual encounter he s ever had
then damon discovers that his masked beauty was actually
princess eleni and now she s carrying his child to protect
eleni from scandal damon must do the unthinkable yet
outrageously desirable marry his pregnant princess

Princess's Pregnancy Secret
2018-05-01
ana wants a divorce but her husband is determined to
change her mind

To Love, Honor and Disobey
2010-08-10
pleasured in the playboy s penthouse natalie anderson
bella has always felt like the ugly duckling in her family but
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after one night with super sexy owen hughes she feels like
a beautiful swan until she realises owen isn t the ordinary
guy she thought but owen won t let bella shrink back into
her shell two weeks of pleasure in his penthouse and he ll
have her begging for more

Pleasured In The Playboy's
Penthouse 2011-09-01
there can only be one winner in their dating game will it be
business or passion find out in this steamy fake
relationship romance from usa today bestselling author
natalie anderson it s just business the pleasure s a bonus if
self made billionaire zane demarco can go from one date
wonder to one woman man this summer he ll acquire and
dissolve the company that destroyed his childhood
employee skylar bennet could be his final chess piece
innocent skylar will help zane win his wager by faking a
romance for the cameras if he ll spare the company that
saved her from destitution then a moment of uncontrolled
passion takes them from boardroom to bedroom and skylar
can t resist indulging yet when it uncovers an inescapable
connection surrendering again feels like the most
dangerous game of all from harlequin presents escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds read all
the billion dollar bet books book 1 billion dollar dating
game by natalie anderson book 2 boss with benefits by lucy
king book 3 after party consequences by heidi rice

Billion-Dollar Dating Game
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2024-08-20
harlequin presents december 2022 box set 1 of 2 by natalie
anderson jackie ashenden dani collins abby green released
on nov 29 2022 is available now for purchase

Harlequin Presents December 2022
- Box Set 1 of 2 2022-11-29
things are heating up with mills boon

Modern Romance July 2023 Books
1-4: The Maid Married to the
Billionaire (Cinderella Sisters for
Billionaires) / Unveiled as the
Italian's Bride / Impossible Heir for
the King / The Boss's Forbidden
Assistant 2023-07-06
to victoria rutherford oliver seemed perfect husband
material that was until she met liam his rebellious and
scorching hot best friend suddenly victoria s feeling things
crazy lust fuelled things she s never felt before but when
oliver goes down on one knee it s decision time head or
hormones whether she says yes or no victoria s about to
discover the truth about guys like liam once you go bad you
never go back
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The Right Mr Wrong 2014-08-01
their blissful encounter was a secret until her pregnancy
shock powerful greek leon kariakis is not accustomed to
being challenged least of all by an impulsive woman who s
mistaken his identity yet warm hearted ettie roberts is a
breath of fresh air and leon can t resist indulging in a night
of tantalising pleasure but ettie s pregnancy bombshell
demands action leon won t allow his heir to be born out of
wedlock so ettie must say i do

Pregnant by the Commanding
Greek 2019-05-01
harlequin presents brings you four full length stories in one
collection experience the glamorous lives of royals and
billionaires where passion knows no bounds be swept into
a world of luxury wealth and exotic locations this box set
includes cinderella s christmas secret by usa today
bestselling author sharon kendrick lone wolf maximo knew
his encounter with hollie would be unforgettable if
unrepeatable yet now she s at his castle pregnant and a
snowbound christmas will remind maximo there s no
escaping the passion that got them here to begin with the
innocent behind the scandal a marchetti dynasty novel by
usa today bestselling author abby green orphaned and
innocent yet zoe collins is as cynical about love as tycoon
maks marchetti it makes their nights together dangerously
addictive but can a bond forged in the bedroom withstand
an exposé in the headlines the queen s impossible boss a
christmas princess swap novel by usa today bestselling
author natalie anderson switching places with her twin was
supposed to give queen jade two weeks free from duty not
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ignite an instant desire for her sister s billionaire boss yet
perhaps jade and alvaro byrne can explore their unrivalled
connection just for christmas the italian s final redemption
by jackie ashenden vincenzo de santi has dedicated his life
to redeeming his family s crimes so when lucy armstrong
offers evidence about her nefarious father in exchange for
her freedom he ll show no mercy no matter how innocent
or tempting she seems for more stories filled with passion
and drama look for harlequin presents december 2020 box
set 2 of 2

Harlequin Presents - December
2020 - Box Set 1 of 2 2020-12-01
jake rendel is a successful millionaire who works and plays
hard unlike emma delaney who s stifled by her uninspiring
job so jake makes emma a proposition to shake off her prim
and proper image for a month they ll pretend to have a
steamy affair emma s out of her depth and things quickly
get passionate in private as well as in public soon the girl
next door is wishing the month of mistress make believe
will never end

Bedded by Arrangement
2022-03-01
once she was bad but he s tempting her to be wicked after
one wild and heartbreaking affair in her past lena is now
very very good she prides herself on her iron self control
working for the hottest sports team in new zealand it s all
testosterone but no touching spending day in day out in the
boys locker rooms lena thinks she s immune to even the
most honed set of abs then seth saunters into her life and
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suddenly her inner bad girl is back in the game

Nice Girls Finish Last 2023-08-01
claiming his hidden heir by carol marinelli

Claiming His Hidden Heir /
Princess's Pregnancy Secret:
Claiming His Hidden Heir (Secret
Heirs of Billionaires) / Princess's
Pregnancy Secret (The Notorious
Nicolaides Royals) (Mills & Boon
Modern) 2018-12-08
the winner takes all for notorious tycoon jack wolfe billion
dollar deals are his lifeblood so no one is more surprised
than him when his meeting with australia s most stylish
blogger stephanie johnson gets completely out of hand he
wants to buy her blog but fascinated by her latent
sensuality and too smart mouth he can t resist making an
entirely different offer steffi s torn she can t afford to
jeopardise the business deal but jack s touch ignites a
desire that is as addictive as it s overwhelming she
recognises the demons driving him it takes one to know
one but can she make this deal with the devil and walk
away unscathed

Tycoon's Terms Of Engagement
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2015-06-01
reunited by business seduced for pleasure emerald jones is
exactly as javier torres remembers from their passion
fueled night but the ruthless spaniard has no time to play
nice if returning to the galapagos islands for business and
discovering emmy never left wasn t shocking enough her
secret is all emmy wants is javier s promise he won t
disappear from their son s life the way he did hers his
insistence they stay aboard his luxury yacht is far too
intimate because revisiting their electrifying attraction is
something emmy won t be able to avoid or resist mills boon
modern escape to exotic locations where passion knows no
bounds

Secrets Made in Paradise
2020-09-01
all night with the boss natalie anderson lissa coleman
doesn t do office affairs hurt in the past she keeps her
guard up by being witty and sarcastic but one look at rory
baxter her tall dark and incredibly sexy new boss tests her
powers of resistance to the limit working closely together
doesn t help lissa s body responds to rory s every move and
goes into hyper overdrive when he says he wants her but
once she s discovered he s as hot in the bedroom as he is in
the boardroom the biggest problem is that one night will
never be enough

All Night With The Boss
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